Abstract. Multicast address allocation is a key and difficult points of HLA simulation system. Multicast address allocation need to select or improve according to the actual application needs. In the data distribution management based HLA simulation grid, for the contradiction of redundant data receives and multicast address demand , we put forward a multicast address allocation of HLA hierarchy structure and described the data forwarding algorithm. Within the site, multicast address allocation use the method based on the data receiver and forwarding server contains a filter allocation table based on the receiver's multicast address.When there is a data access, RTIA according to assign tables to forward the data to the appropriate multicast addresses. Using this method, you can avoid node receives data not related to.The simulation experiment and results analysis show that: the maximum level of nodes in the multicast reception of the message overhead can be significantly enhanced; using the hierarchical multicast routing aggregation, and based on the aggregation of routing information that is both feasible and effective.
Introduction
In a large-scale distributed simulation systems, the main means of communication is used for multicast. Multicast address allocation is a key and difficult points of HLA simulation system, it is also the key technology in establishing channel of interested management. It is a pair of sharp contradictions that the huge demand for multicast addresses in distributed simulation system and the limitation of routers, a host can support the multicast address.
In General, we can use the following map to match the relationship between a data source and destination after the completion calculation. 
∪
In the above maps, the S means a data source, the i d means destination of i-node . The work mainly of multicast communication in the following three areas: assign a multicast address for the above maps; sent on the data to the multicast address; boot that correspond to the nodes on the machine to join to the allocated multicast address.
In a distributed simulation systems, multicast address allocation method can be divided into the following three categories:
(1)The multicast address allocation method based on data content. Grid distribution method is to use this multicast address allocation methods. In the DIVE system, the scene hierarchy tree is divided into more than one light weight group, and to assign a multicast address. In the NPSNET-IV system, the terrain mesh is divided into some grid, and to assign a multicast address. The multicast address allocation method has the advantage of small amount of calculation and Its disadvantage is that when the simulation node increases, corresponding multicast address demand will grow rapidly, causing a multicast address large amounts of waste. To avoid rapid increases in demand and waste of multicast addresses, A.Boukerche make a centralized dynamic multicast address allocation policy. But its shortcomings are due to the centralized distribution, its central server is likely to be a bottleneck in the simulation process. （2）Multicast address allocation method based on the data received. Such allocations each of the target node set is assigned a multicast address. Depending on the target node list, data sent to the multicast address of the target node. Advantage of this method is: each simulation nodes do not receive the data that it don't want. Simulation system for interconnection with N nodes requires 2 1 N − multicast address. To reduce the number of multicast addresses, each simulation node can only define a multicast address that contains all nodes, and target node using a fixed number of multicast addresses are maintained, but the problem is: filter efficiency decreased.
(3) Multicast address allocation method based on optimal problem solving. Scholars such as M.Adlery believe that communication can be broken down into two issues: relation between data source and multicast addresses, recipients and multicast address of correspondence. He gives a random assignment method for access to second-best, and evidence that the recipient receives the minimize the amount of unnecessary data and general communication is an NP complete problem. Advantages of this method of address assignment is: through the optimal treatment, makes very little wasted multicast address. Problem is: dynamic maintenance of global communication, communication costs more.
In summary, three kinds of multicast address allocation method has its advantages and disadvantages of the first two is the need for a large number of multicast addresses, disadvantage of the third is that traffic is too large. Multicast address allocation in simulation grid system, need to select or improve according to the actual application needs.
Multicast Address Allocation of Hierarchy
(1)Multicast address allocation structure model based hierarchy In the data distribution management based HLA simulation grid, for the contradiction of redundant data receives and multicast address demand , we put forward a multicast address allocation method of hierarchy. Its structure model as shown in Fig.1 . The functionality of RTIA includes the following two main areas: ①Receive the local federal Member data from RTIG and send the local federal Member data to RTIG. ②Match calculation of regional and multicast address allocation.
(2) Basic principles of multicast address allocation based hierarchy .
In the multicast address allocation based hierarchy, the data filtering methods are as follows: The federal member of RTIA, its multicast address allocation method based on the recipient's; For each RTIA, the multicast address allocation method of filter based on the sender.
For each local RTIA, It is capable of recording the descriptive information and filter information. Inside the RTIA i ,if exists intersection between the federal order area and release area, RTIA i assigned multicast addresses based on recipient filtering and received the internal data of the members of the federal. For RTIA j , if federate members need the data, then RTIA j join to the RTIG multicast address and receives data.
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In RTIA j , forwarding of data format as shown in table Ⅰ. <multicast address> For RTIG, as soon as it receives data from RTIA i ,the collection and multicast addresses can be get by table. Subsequently, the multicast addresses of RTIA j are sent to the receiving node in the site.
The above multicast address allocation architecture, has the following advantages: Using the multicast address assignments based on data sent between sites, filtering and forwarding of data by RTIG based on filter match results, can ensure that data of independent nodes is not received; Within the site based on the data received multicast address allocation scheme, as a grouping node, you can avoid the combinatorial explosion problem.
Multicast Address Allocation AndData Forwarding Algorithm
Through the above analysis, we can see: regional matches are is the base of multicast address allocation and forwarding data.
For servers on a site i, on which the filter can be divided into two categories.
(1)The information of internal filter The information of internal filter is mainly used to record site internal filter information of the members of the federation. Its published information and ordering information can be expressed as follows, respectively: < Below, we give a multicast address allocation and data forwarding algorithm on filter forwarding server.
/*Initialization of a multicast address allocation*/ For each RTIAj, a multicast address is assigned /*Generates three kinds of collections. Rcv , and receives external data.
From the above multicast address allocation algorithms and data forwarding, we can see: Within the site, multicast address allocation use the method based on the data receiver and forwarding server contains a filter allocation table based on the receiver's multicast address. When there is a data access, RTIA according to assign tables to forward the data to the appropriate multicast addresses. Using this method, you can avoid node receives data not related to.
Simulation Experiment And Result Analysis
Our experiments are divided into two groups. In the first study, the Group's average arrival rate fixed is set to 0.5, group member changes; In the second study, fixed number of members is set to 15, the Group's average arrival rate changes. In both sets of experiments, grid load change is achieved through a number of members of the group or the change of groups average arrival rate. We need to draw is the performance parameter changes of the plane structure's and hierarchy structure's.
We define the following parameters: Grid load = the number of members of the group ＊average bandwidth ＊the average arrival rate of the group＊the average duration of the group.
Group members take up bandwidth=the bandwidth on reserved multicast tree path/the bandwidth of all requests to join the group members.
Message overhead as reception capacity maximum= the number of the group as reception capacity maximum/ run time.
Bandwidth congestion rate = the bandwidth failed to request to join group members /the bandwidth all requests to join the group members.
In the experiment, under the change conditions of the members number of the group and group arrival rate, we compare their message overhead of plane multicast and hierarchy multicast, the results as shown in Fig.2 . The maximum receive message overhead under different network layer multicast tree node The experiment shows that: in a distributed simulation, using the hierarchical multicast can muster and limit the range of nodes of information received and sent, can also effectively reduce the amount of information exchanged between routers on multicast tree.
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Under normal circumstances, routing algorithm running on a plane multicast based on networkwide information of source, its routing performance is usually very good. Here, we compare routing performance run on the plane multicast and on hierarchical multicast. It aims to test the hierarchical multicast reduces the amount of information exchanged between routers on multicast tree at the same time, will reduce the performance of routing?
In fig.3 , we give the bandwidth congestion rate changes of plane multicast and hierarchical multicast as the group membership changes. The reasons bandwidth congestion rate increased with the increase in the number of members of the group are: increased number of members of the group, the grid load increases, causing application cannot participate in group members increase, bandwidth congestion rate increases. fig.3 (a) ,we can see that bandwidth congestion rate in hierarchical multicast is higher than plane multicast's, but it makes little difference. From fig.3 (b) , we can see that when the group arrival rate increases, the grid loads increase, lead to bandwidth congestion rate increases accordingly. From fig.3 , we can conclude that: bandwidth congestion rate does not significantly worse because of hierarchy.
In fig.4 , we show the average occupied bandwidth changes comparison as the number of group members and the group arrival rate changes. We can see that: the average occupied bandwidth in the hierarchical multicast is higher than in the plane multicast, but the difference is not significant.
From fig.3 and fig.4 , we can see that under variation of load in grid, the bandwidth congestion rate and average occupied bandwidth in hierarchical multicast not much change than in plane multicast. In other words, using the hierarchical multicast routing aggregation, and based on the aggregation of routing information that is both feasible and effective.
